
 
 
 

Round 2 Brunswick v Heidelberg Y Under 12’s 
 

With the Round 1 bye behind them, the boys arrived at Gillon Oval in high spirits, oozing enthusiasm 
and excitement, as Season 2013 would soon be underway.  It’s a very different looking team this 
year, as the boys welcomed new team-mates in Asher, Daniel, Jimmy, Liem and Angus R, as well as 
2012 premiership player, Sebastian, electing to play another year in U/12s .   
 
Despite a luxury of player numbers, our opponents arrived with only 15 players and requested 
whether BJFC would allocate a couple of team-mates to play against our boys.  Erik and Jack Mac 
showed the maturity to sacrifice a game for the Dragons to pull on a Heidleberg jumper. 
 
Jonas was anointed Captain for the day and duly won the toss, electing to kick with the slight aid of 
the wind toward the Sydney Rd end of Gillon Oval. 
 
Quarter 1 
The game commenced with a clear tap-out by Max down the throat of Angus R for a quick kick 
forward.  This ruck / rover combination is likely to be repeated many times this season with Max’s 
strength at the contest and the fleet-footed midfield at his feet.   
 
The game quickly settled and it was clear the Dragons had come to play.  The quarter was mostly 
played in the Dragons forward line and despite dominating possession around our 50 metre arc, 
advances forward were well defended by the opposition.  
 
Our midfield controlled the stoppages with Angus and Clarrie busy, well supported by Levi, Anurag 
and Caleb. 
 
Forward pressure was the key to this quarter and despite our clear dominance, behinds were the 
theme of the score.  
 
Heidleberg looked dangerous when they successfully cleared the ball over the Dragons “wall” set-up 
across our half-forward line.  Our opponents were able to transition the ball well to their tall mobile 
players who were quite skilful.  The Dragons would need to concentrate and ensure they set-up 
correctly and not get dragged too close to the contest to enable Heidleberg slip the footy over the 
top into space. 
 
Quarter 2 
Heidleberg began to win possession in the midfield and just like the Dragons in the first quarter, 
piled on the pressure.  Our defence withstood the onslaught magnificently with Carl continually 
beating his man.  Jonas came into the game and provided drive from half-back.  With the desperate 
efforts of Roki and Sebastian, it was always going to be a challenge to score against our boys. 
 



Having found himself in space, we witnessed the superb skill of Jimmy to run and bounce the ball at 
full flight, as he took off on the far wing and ran away from everyone, driving the footy deep into the 
forward line, ultimately resulting in a goal to the dangerous Eamon.  
 
Our success was quickly matched by a goal to Heidleberg and the half-time break arrived with the 
game at one goal each. 
 
Despite the close contest, there were positive signs across the team with Louis Liem, Daniel and 
Asher getting active and amongst the rough and tumble.   
 
Due to the warm conditions, our boys were all red-faced on account of the effort they given, so the 
opportunity for some shade and a rest was well deserved. 
 
Quarter 3 
Heidleberg jumped the Dragons early in the third quarter and it looked as though the boys 
preference was to remain in the change-room eating oranges.  With no run, the Dragons were being 
mauled at the contest by a more physical Heidleberg team.  Perhaps the Heidleberg boys had taken 
a leaf out of the book of Jack Mac who was hitting packs at top speed and sending players from both 
sides sprawling like skittles. 
 
Their dominance in the midfield and across all lines saw them quickly kick two goals, with the second 
of the two kicked by our own Erik.  By keeping his position and not kick-chasing, Erik was rewarded 
with a hand-ball receive and found himself in space to finish with a clinical snap on goal, resulting in 
maximum damage to the Dragons.   Heidleberg’s dominance was sustained from their forward’s 
efforts to keep the ball locked in their scoring zone through strong defensive pressure. 
 
Down three goals to one, perhaps Erik’s goal was the turning point in the match, as thereafter the 
Dragons regrouped and reversed the trend in possession and pressure.  It was pleasing to see the 
team lift and respond to the challenge and many of our boys who’d been a little quiet suddenly 
imposed themselves and it was Heidleberg on the back foot as the Dragons came again. Ben came 
into the game with strong efforts and effective kicking to clear the footy from the danger spots. Jack 
Middleton applied constant pressure through his numerous tackling.  Roki gave their forwards hell 
with desperate efforts.  Angus M was clean over the footy, scooping it from his ankles to feed off 
quick handballs, Louis became a physical presence and Gus ensured Heidleberg was unable to clear 
the ball from our forward line.  
 
Our boys were now desperate, exemplified by the selfless play of Jack M and Jimmy who both 
chased one of their players for 40-50 metres down the wing, albeit unsuccessfully.  Whilst their hard 
running went unrewarded, it sent a strong message to our playing group to get behind the cause and 
play for each other! 
 
Max reimposed himself each contest, Angus R continued to will himself to be first to the ball and 
feed it forward to our advantage, Carl and Jonas remained steady as the generals controlling the 
back-line, repelling Heidleberg’s advances.  Suddenly Caleb is cutting through contests like a dragon-
fly, ably supported by Sebastian and Levi.  These fine efforts were rewarded with another goal to the 
ever-dangerous Eamon (Ryoli) and we were unlucky not to pinch another when a fine piece of play 
by Clarrie went unrewarded as his shot hit the post. 
 
As the quarter ended, the game was up for grabs with the Dragons trailing by 2 points. 
 
 



 
Quarter 4  
If quarter 3 commenced with the Dragons asleep, the start of the final term was the polar opposite.  
With a sniff of opportunity, the Dragons came out rampant and established their dominance over 
the contest. 
 
Angus R continued keeping on and willing the footy forward.  Jimmy “pistons” hit super-charge as he 
ran them off his feet.  The backline held firm with Jonas playing the steady sweeper across half-back, 
continuing to provide drive through the middle.  Clarrie ran hard in support and his efforts helped 
bring others, including Sebastian and Levi, into the game.  Caleb had the footy on a string and was 
everywhere. 
 
Liem got busy, Eamon caused head-aches, Louis found the footy and worked hard.  Anurag was silky, 
side stepping opponents at will and beautifully kicking long to advantage.  Gus stayed hungry with 
Angus M, Daniel and Asher looking dangerous and keen to contribute. 
 
The combined efforts of the team through their sustained attacks ultimately led to Anurag kicking a 
well-deserved goal.  The Dragons have hit the front! 
 
Cometh the hour, cometh the man / lad / boy as another advance into our forward line resulted in 
Michael taking a well deserved opportunity to snap truly and put the game beyond the reach of 
Heidleberg.  It was a great reward to Michael as he’d worked very hard to this point of the match.  
 
The game ended on a disappointing note with an unfortunate clash of heads between Jack Mac and 
Erik.  Both boys displayed genuine courage to contest the footy and accidently collided in a sickening 
manner leaving both boys prone on the ground.  As the final siren sounded, the boys were still in 
distress and each is  likely to sport head-aches for a day or two.  We wish them quick recovery and 
look forward to them wearing the purple haze (Dragons jumper) next Sunday. 
 
Conclusion 
Today’s game was a case of the better team winning the contest.  Despite being challenged in the 
third quarter, our boys steadied and wore down the opponent to enjoy a successful result.  It was 
pleasing to see our new team members assimilate into the playing group and we wish them and all 
our players a successful and, most importantly, enjoyable season 2013. 
 


